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f he first st€p in any real estate transaction is

I for the seller to estimate the Iisting price of the
ll property being sold. Brokers, appraisers and

counselors assist the seller in making this deter-
mination.r Errors in list pricing can lead to subopti-
mal sales prices. However, the counselors who advise
sellers have few methods for determining the appro-
priateness of any past pricing decision because they
do not have access to true market values.

One signal that is available to counselors is the
Iength of time a property remains on the market. A
result of supply and demand interactions, time on
the market (TOM) is a measure of real estate mar-
ket activity. Perhaps more importantly, TOM also
sheds light on the pricing decisions made by sellers
and their advisors.

Sellers tend to set high listing prices (Miceli,
1986 and Zorn and Larsen, 1989), reasoning that
only by setting high listing prices can one be as-
sured of receiving high bids. However, high listing
prices may keep a property on the market for a
lengthy period while the seller rejects supposedly
below-market offers. Such pricing errors may be re-
vealed in abnormally long selling periods (long
TOM).

Of course, sellers may set listing prices too low;
however, low listing prices preclude the possibility of
obtaining high bids. Such a pricing error may be
revealed in abnormally short selling periods (short
TOM),

Empirical analyses of the determinants of TOM
therefore add to the understanding of real estate
markets and aid counselors in determining listing
prices on behalf of sellers. Unfortunately, studies of
TOM are few, and the results of these analyses are
mixed and inconclusive. The lack of study of this
topic is surprising, given the importance of TOM to
the brokerage and counseling industries and to the
efficient operation of real estate markets.

Of the prior work, the seminal and still most
relevant study was conducted by Belkin, Hempel and
Mcleavey (1976). According to these authors, in the
absence of mispricing, time on the market is equal
for all properties in a similar market.2 If abnormal
TOM is the result of mispricing, then any statis-
tically significant housing characteristic or neigh-
borhood quality is evidence that the item has been
mispriced. The authors concluded, however, that "in
general,. ..housing features...do not provide a sat-
isfactory basis for predicting TOMI'3
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VATIDATION
Of BASIC
VALUATION
MODELS: A
MULTI.fAMILY
HOUSING
EXAMPLE

f here are a number of simple mathematical
I models used in the valuation of income-
I producing property. These include the various

income multipliers and the overall rate (OAR) which
are associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach.l Similar multipliers are used in the sales
comparison approach to value.2 Expenses often are
estimated on a per dwelling unit or per net rentable
square foot basis or as a percentage of gross income
or effective gross income. AII of these mathematical
models are directly proportional, almost the sim-
plest models we can imagine.3 How good are these
simple models? They are certainly intuitively ap-
pealing and appear to conform with the realities
of the market, at least to a first order of approxi-
mation over the relevant range of most real estate
transactions.

The objective of the study reported in this arti-
cle was to test and compare the simple, proportional
models used in income property valuation. The test-
ing and comparison used a basic statistical tech-
nique (multiple linear regression) on a good-quality,
relatively homogeneous sample of 30 multi-family
transactions in suburban collar areas in the At-
lanta, Georgia, metropolitan area for the years 1984
through 1988. Although not Iarge by statistical
standards, the sample was of high quality.

The Database
Each record (transaction) included the number and
type of units (DU) for the apartment complex, the
annual gross rental income (GR), other income (OI),
gross income (GI), vacancy and collection loss (VC),
effective gross income (EGI), expenses (EXP), net
operating income (NOI) and units by type. In addition,
the actual or contract selling price (SP), the year built
(YR) and the net rentable area (SF) were included.
From these, a number of measures were derived,
including age at sale (AGE), gross income multiplier
(GIM), gross rent multiplier (GRM), effective gross
income multiplier (EGIM), net income multiplier
(NIM) and expenses per square foot of net rentable
area (ESF), rooms (ERM), units (EDU) and bedrooms
(EBD). The sellingprice also was analyzed as a ratio of
square footage of net rentable area (SPSF), rooms
(SPRM), units (SPDLI) and bedrooms (SPBD).

In this analysis, all f-rgures for income, expenses
and selling price were rounded and reported in thou-
sands of constant dollars.a In cases where the apart-
ment complex was too new to have an extensive
income history, the projected figures for the transac-
tion were used.
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TABLE I
Descriptive Statistics for Multi-Family Complex Database

r skewing inferences in self-protective directions
r failing to test their views publicly
r discouraging any open discussion

A developer uses these same strategies to Pro-
tect himself from the threat of losing his project.
Putting together a development project is no easy
task. Acquiring land, drawing up plans, securing
financing and obtaining the necessary land use en-
titlements and permits takes many months, some-
times even yeam, and requires strong advocacy of
the project's merits by the developer. Good news sells
development projects in today's approval system; bad
news does not. It is no wonder that developers must
be optimistic to survive.

This same optimism that leads to the success of
one project can lead to the failure of another The
strategies used by the developer to protect a project
from being killed before it gets off the ground are
"anti-learning" because they close the developer's
mind to facts and prevent him from learning. These
behaviors generally lead to what is called "self-
sealing logic" which is employed by people who
think things are true simply because they wish
them to be true.

A developer who has developer's disease is not
difficult to spot; he is always selling his project with
very persuasive arg'uments and elaborate dialog. In
order to protect his project from any bad news, he
does not test his reasoning about the project's true
merits either privately or publicly. Some developers
are so heavily affected by developer's disease that
their staff are afraid to bring them any bad news.
Optimism about the project is the norm, which is
scrupulously enforced around the office. Conse-
quently, there is no talk of the negatives. Staff often
thinks the developer knows something about the
merits of the project that they do not. Staff also is
unwilling and unable to test the developer's knowl-
edge. They avoid upsetting the developer by not ask-
ing difficult questions and discussing bad news.

Productive Reasoning
Fortunately, not every developer has developer's dis-
ease; in fact, many seem to be immune from it. I
have known and worked with a number ofdevelopers
who do not enter the marketplace with poorly tlmed
and ill-planned projects. Many of these people are in
business today despite the diffrcult time the indus-
try has faced over the past cycle. What do these
developers have that others do not?

Successful developers employ "productive rea-
soning" to provide sure-fire protection from the dis-
ease. Productive reasoning is not a new concept.
Most of us claim to use it in business and even in
our daily lives. The ingredients ofproductive reason-
ing are:
r collecting and using hard data

r reasoning open to public inspection
! connecting conclusions with data
r publicly testing inferences and conclusions

The process of productive reasoning involves a
chain of activities that starts with the collection of
hard data. Ttr make sense of the data, models are
built, and an analysis is performed. This analysis
may involve simple, back-of-the-envelope techniques
or powerful and sophisticated quantitative methods.
Inferences about the data and analysis are then
drawn, and conclusions are developed that lead to
action.

Productive reasoning is not a purely data-driven
process, there is more to it than just science. Suc-
cessful developers implement productive reasoning
through the following action strategies:
! searching for and acting on disconfirming

information
r continuously checking logic both publicly and

privately
r remaining open to constructive confrontation
r encouraging others to test their reasoning
r considering mistakes as part of learning

Productive reasoning is built on a foundation of
hard data, clear thinking and continuous testing of
inferences and conclusions. Developers who employ
productive reasoning govern their actions by acquir-
ing and acting on valid information. They do not
become mired in a position of advocacy but are al-
ways on the lookout for data that may prove them
wrong. Developers who employ productive reasoning
encourage their staff to confront their logic, to dig
for the facts, to constantly question the project's
merits and continuously search for the right strat-
egy to make it work. Developers who employ produc-
tive reasoning are not afraid to modify their
position and their project in the service of learning;
they create an atmosphere of inquiry around the
office.

Defensive Reasoning
The opposite of productive reasoning is defensive
reasoning, the primary cause of developer's disease.
Defensive reasoning uses soft data or no data at all,
and the reasoning process is kept hidden in a black
box, unavailable for public inspection and testing.
Developers who employ defensive reasoning discour-
age any serious questioning in order to protect
themselves from the possibility that they may be
wrong; they do not discuss bad news around the
office; they seal themselves from the reality of the
marketplace and conclude that, "If we build it, the
market will comel'

Conclusion
A chronic case of developer's disease is usually ter-
minal. Although productive reasoning is not a guar-
antee that a developer will fluorish in the turbulent
1990s, it will increase his chances for survival. The
lesson for anyone with even a mild case of devel-
oper's disease is to learn to adopt productive rea-
soning before it is too late.

NO|IE
l. Argyris, Chris, Putnam, Robert and Smith, Diana..4rtion Sci.
eMe lsan Francisco: Jo$gey B8ss, 1985).

Yariable \ame !tea n lllinimum ]Iaximum
(loefficient
of thriation

Number units
Number rooms
Number Bedrooms
Number l bed, l bath
Number2bed,2bath
Number2bed,2bath
NumberBbed,2bath
Net rentable area
Year built
Age at sale
SeIing price
Gross rental incom€
Otfter income
Gross income
VacancT and collection loss
Efiective gross income
Expenses
Net op€reting income
Gross income multiplier
Gross rent nultiplier
Effective gross income multiplier
Net incom€ multiplier
Expense / SF
Expens€ / room
Expense / unit
Expense / bedmom
Se[ing price / SF
S€lling pric€ / room
Selling price / unit
Selling price / bedroom

DU
RMS

BDRMS
Rll
R2l
&22
R32
SF
YR

AGE
SP
GR
OI
GI
VC

EGI
EXP
NOI
GIM
GBM
EGIM
NIM
ESF
EBM
EDU
EBD
SPSF
SPRM
SPDU
SPBD

244.30
r063.70
439.60

92.60
32.70

r03.90
22.60

258.30
82.10
4.60*

I4459.00*r'
1819,50**

30.80**
1850.30**

76.00**
1774,30**
625.50**

1148.80**
7.62
l.lD
7.95

t2.62
2.62**,t

633.00***
2656.00r.**
1598.00*:*:|

56.96*.r*
57.80**
13.70+*
34.60**

64.00
336.00
r24.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

73.90
75.00
0.80*

3888.00**
493.30**

4.20**
500.60**

12.50**
487.20**
234.50**
252.70**

b.6b
6.93
6.15

10.84
1,72**4

430.00**+
1981.00***
1007.00*,i*

42,07*4*
35.30**
10,50**
25.00**

490.00
2398.00

974.00
406,00
126.00
350.00
136.00
585.90

88.00
14.00*

34181.00++
3968.00**

90.00*+
4048.00*+

197.70**
3850.30*+
1335,00**
27 59.50+*

8.68
8.8r
9.14

15.38
4,211***

869,00***
3664.00+**
2510.00:| +*
104,l5;r**
73,00+*
21.10**
60.60**

0.53
0.06
0.60
n/a
n/e
nlL
n/s
0.58
0.05
nlL
0.61
0.55
0.69
0.55
0.66
0.55
0.50
0.59
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.23
0.21
0.14
0.27
0.24
0.13
0.19
0.26

*Years

"Staled in thousonds of dollafi
*'*Stoled in dollors

A summary of some descriptive statistics is re-
ported in Table 1. These statistics include the mean,
minimum, maximum and coeffrcient of variation for
each measurement. For example, the smallest com-
plex contained 64 units, while the largest contained
490 units. The mean for the variable "number of
units" was 244.30. Annual gross rental income var-
ied from S493,300 to $3,958,000 with a mean of
$1,819,500, and so forth.

Valuation Model Tbsts
The database was analyzed using ordinary least
squares regression techniques as embodied in the
BMDP statistical software developed at the Univer-
sity of California, los Angeles. A series of multiple
linear regressions were run initially, with selling
price (SP) as the dependent variable against the
number of units (DU), age at sale (AGE) and a time
(market conditions) variable (T), along with onz of
the commonly used value indicators listed in Table 1.

These value indicators included gross rent (GR),
gross income (GI), effective gross income (EGI), net

operating income (NOI), area (SF), rooms (RMS),
bedrooms (BDRMS) and number of units (DU).

The first of the analyses regressed selling price
(SP) on gross income (GI), units (DU), age (AGE)
and time (T).5 This regression was highly sigrihcant
and had a coelficient of determination of 99.77r, in-
dicating the regression based on the four variables
explained 99.77r of all the variation in the data. The
units and age rariables each had student t values of
less than 1.00, while the time variable had a studcnt
I value of only 0.35. These values indicated that the
time, unit and age variables had little explanatory
power and could be dropped from the regression
model. Most importantly, the intercept was not sig-
nificant and was dropped by forcing a zero intercept
term.

The regression was rerun using only the gross
income variable (see Table 2). Similar analyses were
performed to regress selling price against each of
the remaining principal income-related explanatory
variables and size, age at sale and time; these re-
gressions produced similar results (see Table 2).
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!l eal estate developers tvpically are an optimis-
l{ tic lot. Get a grorp of ievelopers together. and
I I you will hear little bad news. Even in today's
turbulent economic climate, developers are upbeat.
In Colorado, developers already are talking about a
market turnaround. Real estate developers are like
skilled rock climbers who can spot a viable route to
the top of even the most obscure and diffrcult crag.
They see opportunities long before the future has
come into focus for most of the rest of us. The devel-
oper's imperative is, "I build; therefore, I aml'

Many of us believe that optimism is one of the
necessary ingredients for success in the development
business. It is important to be positive about the
market when talking to anyone about a proposed
development project. Can you imagine a developer
telling his lender nothing but bad news about a pro-
posed project and its prospects for success? Devel-
opers must be eflective salesmen, and the best sales
strategy is to emphasize the good points and hide
the bad points, right?

Wrong. As important as optimism is to devel-
opers, it can be one of the most likely causes of their
failure. Combine optimism with someone else's
money, and you have the ingredients for a potential
business disaster. The recent failure of many of the
savings and loan institution-financed real estate
projects is a good example. Optimistic developers,
skilled at selling development projects, teamed up
with the S&L money machine in a classic case of
"skilled incompetencei' Despite the best of inten-
tions of many of the players, the projects had disas-
trous, unplanned outcomes.

Developer's Disease
In my years of experience as a consultant, I fre-
quently have encountered a phrase that character-
izes the "skilled incompetence' of some developers.
The phrase is "developer's diseasej'and it reflects a
developer's inability to look objectively at market
and financial facts and act on those facts accord-
ingly. A developer with developer's disease tlpically
brushes aside any information that suggests his pro-
posed project may not work and then uninten-
tionally covers up the fact that the information even
exists.

What is really behind this malady called "devel-
oper's disease?" Several researchers, including Chris
Argyris, a Harvard University professor, have dem-
onstrated that human beings are not very good
learners, especially when they are dealing with
threatening situations.r Research has shown that,
when faced with difficult issues, people protect
themselves from threat by applying action strategies
that involve:
r Iooking for evidence to support their views
r ignoring evidence that indicates they may be

1!TOng
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TABLE 2

Income Approach Model Results: Zero Intercept

()ther Explanatori
\hriables

Coefficient
(t lhlue)

-{ge at
Sale Timc

l) rplained
h1 llegression

S1:rndard Error
of Estimation

DEVELOPEB'S
DISEASE
CAN BE
HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR
HEALTH

7.99
(88.4)

8.I2
(85.4)

8.32
(86.8)

12.63
( 102.8)

99.6%

99.6

99.6

99.7

1,041

1,077

1,060

896

Gross income

Gross rent

Effective gross income

Net operating income

Each of the regressions described in this article was
examined for potential non-linearities and other sta-
tistical problems that would tend to render the re-
gression results statistically unreliable. All of the
regression results proved to be statistically reliable.

The regression results for the first four principal
variables in Table 2-gross income, gross rent, effec-
tive gross income and net operating income-related
to value indicators that typically would be used in
the income capitalization approach to valuation.

The first line of the table presents the results of
selling price regressed against gross income. None of
the other independent variables appeared, in any
combination, at a significant level. Well over 99% of
the variation in the data was explained by this sim-
ple regression. Most importantly, since none of the

other variables appeared at a statistically signifi-
cant level, we concluded that the simple, directly
proportional model that related selling price and
gross income through a gross income multiplier was
an entirely representative and valid approach to val-
uation based on this data set.

The next three lines in the table illustrate the
results for three other regressions based on gross
rent, effective gross income and net operating in-
come. The results of these regressions were almost
identical to the results of the first. Thus, taken as a
whole, the income multiplier approach, in whatever
form, appeared to be a valid technique for value
estimation. In fact, for this data set, there was no
important difference among the four income multi-
plier techniques.

A deueloper's inability to achnowledge ba.d
neus about a project can lead to business
disaster.

by David C. Bamberger TABLE 3

Comparable Sales Approach Results: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

62,160
(35.1)

60,500
(40.1)

55,200
(38.8)

55,600
(2e.e)

13,380
(24.7)

13,500
(2e.8)

31,680
(20.3)

32,700
(24.9)

Age at
Sale

- 12,594
( 5.e)

- 9,286
( 3.1)

- r 1,790
( 8.4)

Explained
by Regression

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Stsndard Error

IhYelling unils

Totnl roonls

Total bedrooms

- 4,378
( 4.2)

4,789
(2.2)

6,877
(6.3)

4,955
(3.4)

98.9%

98.2

98.8

96.9

97.9

96.8

97.0

95.6

1,830

2,27?

1,899

8,037

2,6? 4

3,042

3,089

3,622

2{%

60%

Itt';
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Table 3 includes regression models based on
value indicators commonly associated with the
comparable sales approach to valuation. These re-
gressions provided some interesting results. For ex-
ample, in the first regression shown, dwelling units
(DU) proved, not surprisingly, to be the most impor-
tant explanatory variable. However, both age at sale
(AGE) and time (T) also had statistically significant
I values and therefore played a statistically impor-
tant, albeit small, role in the model. Thus, it ap-
peared that the number of dwelling units was a good
indicator of value (based on the second regression),
even as a directly proportional unadjusted indicator.
The same could be said for the other physical
indicators-area. rooms and bedrooms-but not to
the same degree.

The standard error of the regression on dwelling
units alone was 24q. greater than the standard error
of the regression including time and age. The other
increases in standard error were 607. for area, 187r
for rooms and 17% for bedrooms. For all four regres-
sions, these findings indicated a larger prediction
error when the age and time variables were not
used. A 17%, 187. or even 24q. error could be ad-
justed for; a 60% higher prediction error was too
high to be accepted graciously or adjusted for Thus,
the use of net rentable area, based on these data,
could not be recommended. Further, adjustments for
time and age at sale should be utilized in order to
decrease error.

A final and very important conclusion was drawn
by comparing the standard errors of estimate for the
regressions in Thble 2 and the regressions in Table 3.
The standard errors for the sales cornparison ap-
proach indicators, taken in their directly proportional
form, ranged from 2,277 to 3,622 (Thble 3), while
those associated with the income capitalization ap-
proach ranged from 896 to 1,077 (Thble 2). Thus, the
indicators for the comparable sales approach had
about two to three times the prediction eror of the
indicators for the income approach. This led us to the
conclusion that, a priori, the income approach indica-
tors provided value estimates that were considerably
superior to those of the comparable sales approach.
This result is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Expense Model Tbsts
The simple direct proportionality models described
above are often used to obtain valuation conclusions.
Direct proportionality models are used to model ex-
penses in the income approach to valuation. Specifi-
cally, expenses are estimated as a percentage of
effective gross income, gross income or as an amount
per dwelling unit; sometimes, they are estimated as
an amount per room, bedroom or square foot.

We used simple regression analysis on our
database ari a means of analyzing and comparing
these methods of expense estimation. The anal-
ysis proceeded in much the same way as described
above and yielded similar results. Expense was re-
gressed against a sequence of principal explanatory
variables together with age at sale and time, The
intercept in the regressions was never significant,
indicating that directly proportional models were

FIGURE 1

Standard Error in Sales Price Prediction
Using Alternative Predictors

TABLE 2

Mean Scores by Underwriter Job Category

14,000

13,600
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42,500
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Tlpe of Factor

Years of experience

losn factors
Amount of losn
Amortization schedule
Interest mte on loen
Term of loan

Bormwer fsctors
Liquid assets of borrower
Net worth of borrower
Borrower classifi cation
Totsl assets of borrower
Personal liability of borrower

Property foators
Microlocation
Ioan to value ratio
[pe of property
Percent leased
Lease rollover
Contrsct debt s€rvice covere{e ratio
I.oan p€r square foot

Market factors
Economic debt service coversge ratio
Ma.crolocation
Market vscanry

Entry
Level

(n = 12)

3.3

3.38
3.67
3.75
3.17
to,
3.18
t.75
3.83
3.42
2.83
2.08

3.92
4.33
3.83
4.08
4.00
3.75
3.83
3.58

3.89
4.17
3.83
3.67

Mid-
Lercl

(n = 10)

,\nolir
Senior

(n = 9)*

9.2

3.66
4.67

3.00
3.33

3.18
3.89
3.78
3.78
2.56
r.89

3.7r
4.11
3.67
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3.78
3.78
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3.67
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meaningful; thus, further regressions were forced to
have a zero intercept.

Not surprisingly, time entered the regressions
on physical indicators at a singificant level, but it
was not signif-rcant for the income indicators. Age
appeared at a significant level with the income indi-
cators, but it was not significant for the physical
indicators. However, the time (T) and age at sale
(AGE) variables had relatively low impact. The exis-
tence of these variables in the regression indicated
that appropriate adjustments should be made to the
directly proportional models in order to reduce the
prediction error increases that would otherwise oc-
cur These increases can be seen in the f-rnal column
of Table 4, along with the other regression results.

Table 4 also furnishes expected conclusions con-
cerning the relative potential errors among the
physical models and the income percentage models.
First, the standard error of the regression for the
simple, direct proportionality expense model based
on dwelling units was much smaller than that for
the rooms, area and bedroom models. Stated another
way, these latter three models have standard errors
which are 631c, 54% and 967r higher Thus, among
the physical expense models, it appears that expense
per dwelling unit is superior.

Only two income models were considered, with
the gross income regression carrying a 6% higher
prediction error. This is hardly enough difference to
make comfortable generalities, but the result does
not difler from expectations. Thus, we should con-
tinue to favor the model based on effective gross
income, since it corresponds most closely with expe-
rience and theory.
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.28

.04

.05

.02

.01

* Tun had an "othzr" job classifitation, and three uere nat inrluded

The divergence of scores may be the result of
influences other than underwriters' experience or
job classification. Underwriters in this insurance
company are assigned to evaluate loans for proper-
ties within certain regions of the country. Since real
estate market conditions vary across the country,
the variables that may be important for an under-
writer's particular loan evaluation may vary accord-
ingly. The diversity of scores also may be the result
of differences in the personal experiences of under-
writ€rs with different t)?es of property. An experi-
enced underwriter from this department stated that
these disparities were not at all surprising.

Summary
Thirty-six real estate loan underwriters at a large
insurance company participated in a study to deter-
mine the importance of 19 variables in the commer-
cial real estate underwriting process. Four of the
seven lariables most heavily weighted by underwri-
t€rs were property-specific factors, which reflect the
importance of a property's characteristics when a
commercial loan is structured without recourse. The
overall market variables category was heavily
weighted, which may reflect underwriters' response
to cyclic real estate markets and the need to diver-
sify mortgages from seemingly hot markets.
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Given that the insurance industry is experienc-
ing problems with real estate loans along with the
banking and thrift industries, assessment of the
creditworthiness of loan applicants deserves close
scrutiny to protect the U.S. economy from further
deleterious shocks. One suggestion for extending re-
search in this area is a study that constructs a pre-
diction model for loan default using data supplied by
the same insurance company surveyed here. The
analysis may compare the factors underwriters
think are important in evaluating real estate Ioans
and the factors that predict loan defaull.



agreements are structured without recourse, which
means the lender cannot require any assets other
than property from the borrower in foreclosure.
Thus, the borrower's hnancial condition is much less
important than that of the property used to secure
the loan.

Loan Amount
The most important of the 19 variables was the
amount of the loan (4.36). Four of the seven factors
that received at least a 4 rating were property fac-
tors. The only two variables to receive a mean rating
of less than 3.00 were total assets of the borrower
(2.75) and the personal liability of the borrower
(2.17). These results were not surprising considering
that most loans are structured without recourse.

Underwriter Experience
Table l also correlates each individual variable and
each variable group with the years of experience of
the underwriter. The average for the study respon-
dents was 6.2 years of experience (standard devia-
tion of 3.6 years) with a range of one to 18 years. A
relationship between experience and factor ratings
suggests that less experienced underwriters may
need training to model their assessments more in
keeping with those of experienced underwriters
since expertise has been defined as a convergence of
opinion with other experts.3 Of the four groups, the
property factors category had the largest correlation

coeffrcient (-.32), which suggests that more experi-
enced underwriters provided less weight to variables
in this group than did less experienced underwri-
ters. In addition, more experienced underwriters
provided Iess weight to the personal liability of the
borrower and the amortization schedule than did
less experienced underwriters. More experienced un-
derwriters seemed to focus more on the term of the
Ioan and the borrower classification.

Under*'riter Job Category
Table 2 breaks down the mean scores for variables
by three job categories of the underwriters (€ntry
level underwriter. midJevel underwriter and senior
underwriter). These job categories reflect the experi-
ence and competence of the underwriter as shown by
the average years of experience for each classifrca-
tion: 3.3 years for entry level, 5.5 years for mid-level,
and 9.2 years for senior underwriter. A one-way AN-
OVA was run for each factor and factor grouping. At
a signifrcance level of p< = .65, only the amount of
the loan and the loan-to-value ratio were signifi-
cantly different among the underwriter job catego-
ries. The entry level underwriters rated the amount
of the loan much lower (3.67) than the other two
types of underwriters did (4.70 for mid-level and
4.67 for senior underwriters). The mid-level under-
writ€rs rated the loan-to-ralue ratio higher (4.60)
than other underwriters (3.83 for mid-level and 3.67
for senior underwriters).

TABLE 4

Expense Regression Summary: Zero Intercept

Principal Explanatory Variable
Other Explanatory
Variables

Coefficient
(t Value)

Age at
Sale

D*elling units

Standard Error
of Estimation

Increase in
Standard ErrorTime

Total rooms

Totsl N.R.A.

Totsl b€drooms

Gross income

Effective gtoss income

2,361
( 37.6)
2,5t3
(4e.4)

505
(23.6)

561
( 30. 1)
2.05

(28.8)
2.31

(31.e)
I,192
(1e.8)
1,355
(24.8)
30.6%

(37.e)
32.8.i

(3e.5)
32.1"4

(40.7)
34.zei

(41.8)

17,869
(3.35)

37,l9 7
( 4.00 )

30,463
(3.7e)

34.055
( 5.21 )

66,035

76,789

r03,318

124,891

85.442

117,906

121,936

150,218

74,522

95,835

69,591

90,494

- 12,543
(4.5 )

- 12,053
( - 4.6)

l6%

2rv.
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23%

30""

TABLE I
Commercial Real Estate [oan Underwriting Factors

Mean
(n = 36)

Standard
Deviation\'pe of Factor

[,osn factors
Amount of loan
Amortization schedule
Interest rat€ on loon
Term of loan

Borrower factors
Liquid ass€ts of borrower
Net worth of borrower
Borrower classifi cstion
Total assets of borrower
Personal liability of borrower

Property factors
Microlocation
Ioan to value retio
[pe of property
Pertent leased
I-ease rollover
Contmct debt service coverage ratio
Losn p€r squsre foot

Msrket factorf,
Economic debt service coverage ratio
Macrolocation
Market vacancy

Experience

Finally, the standard error for the expected
gross income (EGI), model is 187c higher than the
standard error for the dwelling unit (DU) model.
This indicates that expenses are probably better pre-
dicted on a per dwelling unit basis rather than as a
percentage of income.

r Among the inrome multiplter mo&ls, the net in-
come multiplier (UOAR) proved to be superior to
the EGIM, GIM and GRM in terms of prediction
error, but this superiority was not great. These
multipliers appeared to need no adjustments for
the time, age at sale or number of units in the
complex; so all were valid in their simple, directly
proportional form.

r The per unit multipliers associated with the sales
approach to valuation were valid for the most part
in their directly proportional form, but they could
be adjusted for time and age at sale to reduce
modeling (prediction) error. Dwelling units were
the superior predictor, with total bedrooms and
total rooms close behind. The total net rentable
area had too high a standard error to be an ade-
quate predictor.

t The income multiplier models generally were su-
perbr to the per unit multipliers by a factor of
more than 2. Thus, it appeared that the income
approach results should be favored, a priori, over
the sales comparison approach results.

r All of the directly proportional expense models
proved to be adequate, although all could benefit
from adjustments for either time or age at sale to
Iower their prediction error. Estimation of expense
based on effective gross income had a slightly
lower prediction error than estimation as a per-
centage of gross income. However, estimation
based on dwelling units had the smallest estima-
tion error and, therefore, was the superior estima-
tion method for this dataset.

None of the statistical results was surprising,
and all generally supported the adequacy ofthe sim-
ple, directly proportional models that are commonly
used by real estate professionals for raluation. These
results probably generalize to larger, multifamily
complexes under professional management.

NOTES
1. The OAR is equivalently and more conveniently represented ss

a net income multiplier, and it is prop€rly grouped with other
income multipliers.

2. Most of these models are applicable only to properties in $.hich
operations haee been stabilized, although they still have
usefulness as rules of thumb. When used as rules of thumb,
these simple models require careful applicstion due to compa-
rability problems.

3. Their very simplicity is appealing in the extreme. It is difficult
to imagine real estate professionals functioning without an-
swering Buch questions as "what is the cap ratel'

4. All nominal dollar data were converted to constdn, 1988 dol-
lars based on the U.S. All-Urban Consumer Price lndex.

5, Many more regressions were run than are reported here. For
purpos€s of brevity, this exposition does not deal *'ith the
many relationships that did not pro\'e to be significant.
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3.59
4.36
3.64

3.14

3.24
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3.50
2.?5
2.t7
3.91
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4.03
4.00
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3.64
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3.84
4.03
3.83
3.67

.48
1.02
.80
.72
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.46

.79

.72

.70

.65
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.44

.75

.89

.81

.59
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.80

.91
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.70

.77
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